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UNIQUENESS AND EXISTENCE RESULT AROUND LAX-MILGRAM
LEMMA: APPLICATION TO ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

PROPAGATION IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS.
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Abstract. In the context of complex Hilbert spaces is proved, around Lax-Milgram lemma, the exis-
tence and uniqueness of solutions associated to a class of stationary variational problems. This result is
applied to the study of variational problems from the propagation equation of time-harmonic electromag-
netic waves in confined tokamak plasmas.
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1. Introduction. In order to study mathematical models related to the physic of
plasmas considered in [MPR+90], we introduce a class of stationary variational problems
on a bounded domain Q. This kind of situation leads to a specific study of the coer-
civeness of the sesquilinear form associated to this class of variational problems. This
variational framework is mainly illustrated by a family of time periodic problems associ-
ated to Maxwell evolutionary equations in a dissipative medium and by an example.

The section 2 is devoted to an existence and uniqueness result for variational problems
for which the usual V—coerciveness condition does not appear directly. The solution
of these variational problems belongs to a subspace V of a complex Hilbert space H.
The sesquilinear form associated to this class of variational problems, has an imaginary
part if—coercive and its real part satisfies the Garding's coerciveness condition. These
estimates allow to establish the V—coerciveness of the sesquilinear form of the variational
problem. The Lax-Milgram lemma then gives the existence and uniqueness of solutions
[LM54]. Moreover when the function v >-> S[o(u,u)], associated to the imaginary part of
the sesquilinear form a(.,.), is bounded on V for the topology of H a characterization of
the V—coerciveness property is obtained. As a complement a link between the sectorial
operators [Prii93] and the unbounded operator A associated to the sesquilinear form of
the variational problem is given.

In section 3 is given an example about such elliptic problems in the case where the
function v •-»• 5[a(u, v)} is not bounded on V for the topology of H.

The section 4 is devoted to a class of problems issued from the description of electro-
magnetic waves propagation in tokamak plasmas. The mathematical description of such
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phenomena lies upon the time-harmonic Maxwell equations denned on a bounded domain
Q of R3 with a smooth boundary which is a perfect conductor. The vaxiational framework
associated to partial differential equations is based on the standard spaces H{curl; Vt) and
Ho{curl:Vi) with a L2(fi)3 second member data. The function v t—> 5s[a(v,v)] is bounded
on V for the topology of H and the imaginary part of the sesquilinear form. 9[a(.,.)] is
L2(f2)3— coercive, this last condition characterises the absorption phenomena of the wave
in the medium. Hence, from the theorem developped in section 2, the weak (or variational)
problem has a unique solution in HQ{CUTI; Q). Moreover in the specific case where the func-
tion charge density p(x) belongs to L2(£l) some properties are given on the regularity of
the solution. An interpretation of the variational problem in term of unbounded opera-
tor is presented. The unbounded linear operator A which corresponds to the differential
operator of propagation equation is a bijection between its domain D(A) C Ho(curl;Cl)
and the space L2(Q,)3. Furthermore the operator A enjoys the properties to belong to the
class of sectorial operators in L2(Q)3.

2. An Existence and uniqueness result. First, some notations and standard defi-
nitions are introduced. Let two complex Hilbert spaces V and H with V C H algebraically
and topologically (the injection from V into H is continuous). The space V is, furthermore,
separable and dense in H. Using the standard notations of the variational theory [Lio61],
the quantity ((., .))v [respectively, (.,-)#] represents the inner product in V [respectively
in H]. From the topologic injection it follows that there exists some constant k > 0 :
V-u € V, \V\H < k \\v\\y.

DEFINITION 2.1. A function a: VxV —• C is a sesquilinear form onVxV if the application
u, v i—* a(u, v) is linear in u and antilinear in v.

DEFINITION 2.2.A sesquilinear form a(.,.) is continuous on VxV if there exists a constant
Co > 0 such that \a(u, v)\ <CQ \\U\\V \\V\\V for all u, v G X.

With the notations and definitions introduced above is established the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. Consider a continuous sesquilinear form onVxV. a(.,.) satisfying the
following assumptions.

(i) The imaginary part of a(.,.), 9[a(.,.)], is H-coercive: there exists a constant a > 0
such that \$s[a(v, v)}\ > a \v\2

H for all v € V.

(ii) The real part of a(.,.), 5J£[a(.,.)], is V-coercive in the Garding's sense: there exist
two constants (3 > 0 and X > 0 so that \%l[a{v,v)]\ > 0 \\v\\y — A jv|^ for all v € V.
Then the form a(.,.) is V-coercive: there exists a constant (3\ = /3i(a,/3, A) > 0 such that
a(v, v)\> 0i \\v\\v pour tout v G V.

Proof. Since the sesquilinear form 5£[a(.,.)] is V-coercive in the Garding's sense, there
exist constants 0 > 0, A > 0 such that

(1) ma(v,v)}\>0\\v\\2
v-X\v\2

H, VveV.

Two cases may be distinguished
1. For v G V such that 0 \\v\\v—X |v|# < 0 and as the function 5[a(.,.)] is H-coercive,



the form o(.,.) satisfies the relation

\a(v, V)\>^Y Mv, Vu e {u e V, ,9 \\vfv - A |t;fo < 0}.

2. If v G V such that (3 \\v\\\, - A \v\2
H > 0, it follows by the relation (1) and

assumption (i) that

(2)

Let the function

(3) q(v) = ( 0 \\v\\2
v - X \ v

where w* denotes the transposed of w with

\a(v,v)\2 = \K[a(v,v)}\2 + \%{a(v,v)}\2

>(0\\v\\l-\\v\2
Hf+a2\v

\v\% =w*Qw

w = and Q =

Eigenvalues of the matrix Q are given by

where A = [(/3 — a) 2 + a2][(/3+o:)2+a2] > 0. In this case the Rayleigh quotient is bounded
so that,

° < A i ~ w* w -1*
Thus, from the relation (3) it follows that

q(v) > ix- [\v\% + \\v\\4v] > £• [\v\2H + \\v\\2v]
2

then, using the inequality (2), the form a(.,.) satisfies

\\v\\2
v - A \v\\ > 0}

Taking @\ = min{o;/3/A, v
//i~/2} > 0 one obtains finally,

which implies that the sesquilinear form a(.,.) is V-coercive. D



Remark. If, the assumption (ii) of lemma 2.3 is replaced by the hypothesis
(ii)': ±5ft[a(u,v)] — ao(u,v) + a\(u,v), with ao a sesquilinear form V—coercive and a\ a
form H—bounded. Then the same result holds. Indeed, note that
(ii)' =>(ii): |R[a(t/,v)]| > \ao(v,v)\ - \<n{v,v)\ with \ao(v,v)\ > 0 \\v\\1, \ai(v,v)\ < X\v\%.

Moreover, if the function v i—» 3?[a(u,v)], associated to the imaginary part of the
sesquilinear form a(.,.), is bounded on V for the topology of H, i.e. there exists a constant
ci > 0 so that |Q[o(v,u)]j < C\ |vj#, for all v € V. Then the lemma 2.3 is completed by

THEOREM 2.4. Let a(.,.) a continuous sesquilinear form on V x V. If its imaginary
part £y[a(.,.)] is H-coercive \Q[a(v.v)]\ > a \v\%. Vv € V with a > 0 and if the function
v i—> Q[a(t;,i!)] is bounded on V for the topology of H then the following two properties are
equivalent:

(i) a(.,.) is V-coercive, \a(v,v)\ > fi\ \\v\\\,(5\ > 0,W G V.

(ii) The real part of a(.,.), 5ft[a(.,.)]. is V-coercive in the Gdrding's sense:

|»[o(t;,t;)]| > fa \\v\\2
v-Cl \v\%, Vv € V.

Proof, (i) => (ii). If the sesquilinear form a(.,.) is V-coercive, the functions 3R[a(.,.)]
and 9[a(.,.)] satisfy the relation

\St[a{v,v)}\ + ma(v,v)]\ > (ma(v,v)}\2 + \Z[a(v,v)}\2)1/2 = |a(t;,t;)|

> 0i \M2v,

for all v € V. This inequality becomes, if the function v >—> 5[a(u, v)] is bounded on V for
the topology of H, \%l[a{v,v)]\ > 0\ ||v||y — c\ \v%, for all v G V. The property (ii) is
therefore demonstrated.

(ii) =>• (i). This result is proved by the lemma 2.3. D
An existence and uniqueness result associated to a class of stationary variational prob-

lems is proposed by the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.5. Let V and H the HUbert spaces introduced above, and a(.r.) a continuous
sesquilinear form on V x V. If moreover

(i) the real part of a(.,.), K[a(.,.)], is V-coercive in the Gdrding's sense: there exist
two constants (3 > 0 and A > 0 so that |9£[a(u,v)]| > 0 \\v\\§- - A \v %, \/v e V.

(ii) there exists some constant a > 0, so that 9[a(v,u)] < —a v\2
H < 0, VuG V.

Then, for a given element f of H. the variational problem

\ Find u GV such that
\ a(u,v) = (f,v)H, VveV .

admits a unique element u G V.
Proof. The lemma 2.3 shows that the sesquilinear form a(.,.), associated to the varia-

tional problem (V), is V-coercive. The Lax-Milgram lemma then gives the existence and
uniqueness of weak solutions of (V). •



Remarks.
1. The solution u € V of the problem (V) satisfies the relation ||u||y < J- |/|//.

where /3i > 0 is the constant of V—coerciveness of the form a(.,.) which is given by the
lemma 2.3. And k > 0 is the constant of the continuity of the topologic injection from V
into H.

2. The statement of the theorem 2.5 remains valid with / € V'1 (instead of / G H),
and in this case the inner product (/, V)H is replaced by the duality product between V
and V, < f,v >.

3. Moreover the sesquilinear form associated with the variational principle (P) is
not necessarily hermitian: a(u.v) = a(v.u). Vu. v € V. Thus in most situations, the
formulation (V) doesn't correspond to a minimisation problem of a quadratic functional
onV.

Some complements about the mathematical analysis of the problem (V) are now pre-
sented. By means of the Riesz-Frechet representation theorem, the sesquilinear form a(.,.)
is associated to a unbounded operator A defined on a domain D(A) C V so that

A: D(A)-*H,
D(A) : = { « £ y ; » H a(u,v) is a form antilinear, continuous
on V for the topology of H},
a(u, v) = (Au, v)H VU € D(A) and v € V.

D(A) is not empty, because 0 € D(A).
Remark. A direct demonstration of theorem 2.5 has been proposed to the authors by

Professor P. Benilan2 (personnal communication). This demonstration is not given in this
paper. Nevertheless some of ideas are sketched in this remark. The proof is based on the
significant role played by unbounded linear operator A : D(A) cV—>H associated to the
sesquilinear form of the variational problem (V) [DL87]. In the context of the theory of
maximal accretive operators it is proved that the unbounded operator iA — a is maximal
accretive (a > 0 is the constant of assumption (ii) of theorem 2.5) [Dei85] [Fri58] [Phi54].
Which implies that the unbounded operator iA is a bijection between its domain D(A) C V
and the space H. The existence and uniqueness are then demonstrated.

A link between the sectorial operators and the unbounded operator A associated to
the sesquilinear form of the variational problem (V) is given.

DEFINITION 2.6.Recall that if A : D(A) cV —> H is a linear operator,

U{A) := {y £H,3x£ D(A) so that y = Ax}

denotes the range space of A,

M{A) := {x € D(A), Ax = 0}

corresponds to null space of A. and the resolvent set of the closed linear operator A is de-
fined by p(A) := {A 6 C, (A — A) injective, (A — A)"1 continuous from H into itself} .

lV is the antidual space of V: space of continuous antilinear forms on V.
2Laboratoire de Mathematiques, Universite de Besangon, France.



DEFINITION 2.7. Using the definition of sectorial operators given page 212 in Pruss
[Pru'93j or in [Kat76], the dosed linear operator A with dense domain D{A) in H is
sectorial iff the following assertions are satisfied

1. tf(A) = {0}, ll(A) is dense in H and (-oo,0) C p{A),

2. there is a constant M < oc so that \t (t+^4)"1 y\n < M |y|#. Vy € iJ and Vf > 0.

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let a sesquilinear form a(.,.) which satisfies the assumptions of the-
orem 2.5. Then the unbounded linear operator A : D(A) C V —> H. associated to the
sesquilinear form af.,.) of variational problem {V), belongs to the class of sectorial oper-
ators in H.

Proof. The theorem 2.5 proves that the unbounded operator A: associated to the
sesquilinear form a(...), is an isomorphism from D{A) equipped with the graph norm
of A, \x\r)(A) : =

 \X\H + \AX\H-. on H. Consequently A is a closed linear operator with
dense domain D(A) in H [DL87]. It remains to prove the assertions (1) and (2) of the
definition 2.7:

1. The theorem 2.5 proves that the unbounded operator A is a bijection between its
domain D(A) and H. Hence the null space of A is reduced to 0 and the range space of A
is dense in H. Moreover by the coerciveness assumption (ii) of theorem 2.5, the operator
(A — t) is injective and (A -1)'1 is continuous from H into H, for all t £ (—oc, 0). Which
means that t belongs to p(A), then (—oo,0) C p{A).

2. Let the sesquilinear form continuous on V x V, defined by

at{w. v) := a(w, v) + t(w, V)H,

with t > 0 a given constant. If a(.,.) verifies the assumption (i) of the theorem 2.5, the
real part of the form a*(.,.) is V—coercive in the Garding's sense

(4) \St[at(w,w)}\>(3 \\wfv - (A +1) \w\2
H,

and using the assumption (ii) of the theorem 2.5, it follows that

(5) $[at(w,u;)] = 3[aK«;)] < - a \w\2
H , Vw € V.

For a given function y G H one defines the variational problem

(6) at(ut,v) = (ty,v)H Vu € V.

For all t > 0, from theorem 2.5, the variational equation (6) admits a unique solution
ut € V. Moreover it can be shown that Ut belongs to D(A) c V and that the unbounded
operator A satisfies the problem below equivalent to (6)

(A + t)ut = ty, ut eD{A) <£> ut = t {A + t)~l y, yE

If ut is solution of problem (6), then by the inequality (5) it appears that

(7) \ut\H< ^



Moreover by relations (6) and (4) it turns out that.

(8) »[(«y,ut)if] = »[at(ut,ut)] > 0 \\ut\\2
v - (t + A) \ut\

2
H

as $i[(ty.Ut)H] < t|y|ff|^t|tf> the inequality (8) becomes

0\\utfv-(t+X) \ut\
2
H<t\y\H \ut\H,

from the inequality (7), one obtains the estimate of ut so that

(9) \\ut\\v < ^ f + <Xp+X \V\H

Since the injection from V into H is continuous: ||ut||v > 1/fc \ut\H; then the relation (9)
gives

(10) k | v < * : -

As y is an arbitrary element of H, the inequality (10) is then valid for all y of H. Thus,
since Ut = £(-A+£)-1y the assertion (2) of the definition 2.7 is therefore demonstrated with

3. A first example. This example gives a simple illustration of theorem 2.5 in the
case where the theorem 2.4 is not valid. Let fl be an open bounded regular 3 domain
in Rp (real p-dimensional space), and T the boundary of Q. Some particular functional
spaces useful in this section are first introduced. Let L2(Q.) the space of complex valued
functions defined on Q. which are measurable and square integrable with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. This set of functions represents a Hilbert space associated with inner
product defined by

(u,v) := / u(x) v(x)dx
Jn

v(x) means conjugate complex of v(x). The norm on this space corresponds to
1 /2

|u| := {V->V)L2(Q)
 w ^ e r e x := (xi,x2,--- ,xp) and dx := dx\dx2 • - -dxv. The Sobolev

space Hl(Q) denotes all complex valued functions which belongs to L2(Q) and whose first
distributional derivatives are square integrable in the sense of Lebesgue [Sch50]. This set
is a Hilbert space for the scalar product defined by the relation [Bre87],

du dv .
)

is assumed to be simply-connected with a Lipschitzian boundary T.



In this case the norm associated with this space corresponds to ||t>||i = ((u, t'))i •
Using notations of section 2, the variational framework already discussed (V. H, a)

corresponds to

H = L2(U)

V = Hl

with V C H both algebraically and topologically, because |v| < ||v||i,Vv G Hl{Q). And
ff1(fi) is dense in L2(Cl). Let the sesquilinear form a(.,.) given by

u Ov .

where g and b are continuous functions from 0. (closure of the set Q) onto C. Moreover,
the function b is assumed one time continuously differentiable on Q and is chosen such
that

f R[6(x)] ^ 0 dans fi
(a:)] < 0, Vx € n et 9[6(x)] = 0 sur T

The form a(.,.) is
(i) continuous on Hl(Q) x Hl(n) :

ja(u,u)j < max(max |6(x)|,maxjg(x)|) j|u

(ii) i?'1(i7)-coercive in the Garding's sense :

Remark. The function

V^ r/ ^v ^

is not bounded on V for the topology of H.
With the above notations, the variational problem (V) becomes, for a given function

J Find u E H1^) so that.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Lei g(x) := K[g(x)j + iQ[q(x)], a continuous function from Q onto C,
and there exists a constant a\ > 0 independent of x so that,

(12) 9f[?(x)] < - a i , Vxefi.



Then, for f £ L2(ft) ; the problem (11) admits a unique solution u which belongs to
Moreover u verifies equations

(13) £O*L
b + qu = f ^ n.

£[ xk dxk

(14) J i = O on V.
On.

where n := ( m , . . . , nv) denotes the unit outward normal to T, and ^ corresponds to the
normal derivative defines by the relation

du J ^ du

Proof. The assumption (12) gives.

Vv € H^Q.), 9[o(t;,v)] < / 3[?(i)] \v(x)\2dx < - a i / \v{x)\2dx
Jo. Jn

Then, the assumption (ii) of the theorem 2.5 is verified. And as H1(Q) is separable [DL87]
[RT83], the theorem 2.5 can be applied. The first part of proposition 3.1 is then proved.

If u e Hl(Q) is solution of the problem (11), then for v = <p € D(fi) (the space of all
complex valued infinitely differentiable functions on f2 with compact support included in
ft), as 2?(ft) C Hl{0), the relation (11) corresponds to

Using properties of the theory of distributions [Sch50],

^(ft) (space of distributions = set of continuous antilinear forms on
V{n)) and < .,. > denotes the duality product between V{n) and D(ft). Then

*=1

which proves

(15)

As u € JT1^). / 6 L 2 ( ^ ) '
 t n e n E L i A 6 ^ ! € L 2(Q)- Multiplying now (15) by an

arbitrary function in iJ^ft) with the scalar product in X2(ft), it follows that,
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Taking advantage of the Green's formula which can be used because as u € Hl(Q),v G
[LM68] [Tem70],

(16) YL(b7T> o^ dxk oxk

70 u := v|r " the restriction of u to T,

7i« := 7T-|r := the outward normal derivative to T,
on

where < .,. > denotes the scalar product in the duality between H~l^2(T) and HX/2{T)
[LM68]. For a solution u of the problem (11), the relation (16) becomes

>= 0 Vv €

and as 70 is a surjection from fZ"1(Q) to ZT1/'2(r),

Then the solution u of the variational problem (11) verifies

/ > a , d u .

71«= 0 or — = 0 on F.

D
Remark. When q is a complex number and b(x) = 1 Vi £ H the existence and unique-

ness results for the problem ((13)-(14)) are proved, applying properties of the spectral
theory for the linear operator R := —A + q I associated to a Neumann's problem where I
is the identity operator [Yos74]. As A is a self adjoint operator in L2(f2) defined on

and -pr—|r =

cm

it is proved in Yosida's book [Yos74], that for all complex q so that $s(q) ̂  0 the operator
H admits an inverse R~l := (ql — A)"1, continuous from L2(Q) into L2(Cl). As the
injection from H1^) to L2(Q) is compact then the operator R is an isomorphism from
D(A) on L2{rt). Thus, for / in L2{Ci), u = (ql - A)" 1 / is the unique solution of

—Au + qu = /,

u € D{A)
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4. Application to electromagnetic waves propagation in tokamak plasmas.

4.1. Preliminaries. A mathematical analysis of wave propagation phenomena es-
pecially of electromagnetic waves in a tokamak is shown. In this study the cold plasma
approximation is used: each particule of the plasma oscillates about a fixed position in
space under the influence of the electromagnetic field of the wave, because the thermal
motion of all particules is neglected.

Let Q c i 3 (real 3-dimensional space) the cavity in which is applied a static magnetic
field Bo to ensure the plasma stability. Its boundary is denoted F and the unit outward
normal vector n. In this analysis, the geometry of the medium may be arbitrary but
it is assumed that Q is an open subset of R3 with a bounded and Lipschitz continuous
boundary r . Therefore F may be represented locally as the graph of a Lipschitz continuous
function. The description of this medium anisotropic and inhomogeneous, is done by the
cold local conductivity tensor a(x, t) 6 R3 x R3 where the coordinates in R3 are denoted by
x := (xi, X2, xz). Then, if £ :— £(x, t) € R3 and Ji := 7i(x, t) € R3 denote respectively the
electric and magnetic fields of the electromagnetic wave injected into the cavity, Maxwell's
equations in Cl x R+, are

(17) Vxn-aS-so£t = Js

(18) noKt + V x £ = 0

(19) V.(eo£t) = Pt

(20) V.(MoWt) = 0

where £t := ^ , 'Ht •= ̂  and pt = §£; The function Js :— Js{x,t) € R3 is supposed to
be known. It corresponds to the applied current density by the antenna (source). In the
same way, p := p(x, t) € R represents the charge density. Constants eo > 0 and no > 0
denote respectively the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the vacuum.

When the medium is not conductor i.e. a = 0, the existence and uniqueness results of
the solution (£,7i) of Maxwell's equations (17)-(20) with initial conditions £(x, 0) := £Q(X)
and Ti{x, 0) := 7to(x) associated with the electric boundary condition n x £ = 0 on F, are
proved in Leis [Lei88] using spectral techniques.

If the electromagnetic field is defined for all t in R+, then it is possible to apply
a Laplace transformation of equations (17)-(20), which leads to the stationary Maxwell
equations in fi [Ces96]:

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

with i := y/^1, UJ > 0 the pulsation of the wave and E (electric field), H (magnetic
field), J s (source), p (charge density) are complex functions which depend on u. And
a(x) G C3 x C3 is the local conductivity tensor of the medium at u.

H - a E + % w ei
- i w fio H + V ;

V.(e0

V.(MO

D E
<E
E)

H)

= J s

= 0

= P

= 0
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From these stationary Maxwell's equations, the governing equation of the electric field
E for a given current source J s corresponds to

V x V x E(x) - k2 (I + i ^ ) E(x) = J W w 3s(x). in ft
UJ60

with the additional condition V.(eo E) = p, which corresponds to the Gauss's law.
The constant k := ujy/eojlo represents the wave number in the vacuum and I the identity

matrix. The stationary propagation equation of the electric field becomes,

(25) VxVxE(i ) - fc 2 ^( i )E( i ) = i M w J s ( j ) in ft,

introducing the cold local dielectric complex tensor as

(26) K(x): ^

Since AE + V x V x E = V(V.E) ^ 0, the relation (25) does not lead to solve an elliptic
problem similar to the vector Helmholtz equation [Ces96].

In addition, the boundary of ft is assumed to be a perfect conductor, so that

(27) n x E = 0 on T.

In equation (25), E(x), Js(x) and the matrix K(x) are written in the same direct or-
thonormal frame.

The magnetic field H has been eliminated in the system (21)-(24) as only the electric
field E is necessary to describe the current drive and the transfert of wave energy to plasma
particles.

The aim of this section is to demonstrate, by a variational approach, both existence
and uniqueness of the solution E for the equation (25) associated with the boundary con-
dition (27) in a medium (plasma) where dissipations are not neglected. The mathematical
analysis will show the importance of the anti hermitian part of tensor K, which represents
dissipation inside the volume.

4.2. Some Hilbert spaces. The standard space of functions on ft with an I? weak
curl is defined by [GR86],

H{curl; ft) := {v € L2(ft)3, V x v G L2(ft)3} ,

and the derivatives are in distribution sense. It is also a Hilbert space with respect to the
norm associated to the scalar product

((u,v)) := (u,v)L2(n)3 + (V x u, V x v)L2(n)3

and the norm on H(curl; ft) is now

(28) ||u|| :=((*,
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The Lemma 4.2 of the Chapter 7 in Duvaut-Lions [DL72] allows to define the trace operator
v I—> n x v, as a continuous linear function from H(curl;Q.) onto iT~1/2(r)3. Therefore,
field vectors that are normal on the boundary can be characterised by the space

H0(curl; ft) := {v e H(curi: ft), n x v = 0 on T}

which is closed in H(curl;Q). And associated to the norm (28), it can be shown that
Ho(curl]fl) is also an Hilbert space [GR86].

4.3. Existence and uniqueness result of solutions for the propagation equa-
tion. For the purpose of the demonstrations, some terms about cold plasma theory are
recalled.

DEFINITION 4.1 (dielectric tensor). In the local Stix frame (direct orthonormal frame
(ei;62, ©3) where e$ is along the magnetic field ~BQ) the dielectric tensor K(x) has a simple
expression (Sti62j,

( S{x) iD{x) 0
iD(x) S(x) 0

0 0 P(x)

where functions S, D, P are given by.

*(*) := l g ^
(30) £>(*) := l/uj^-s^j(3.s(x)

(31) P(x) := 1 -

with

0s(x) := ncs{x) as(x) :=

The various frequencies which are introduced in relations (29)-(31) are plasma frequencies
ujpS, cyclotron frequencies ftcs for each species s (ions and electrons) in the plasma and
v > 0 is the electron-ion collision frequency. Here ftcs is negative for the electrons.

PROPOSITION 4.2. According to the previous notations, if the functions a$, (3S, ftcs, uips

and v are continuous from ft onto C Then for a given current density 3S € L2(ft)3 the
variational problem

) Find E € HQ(CUTI; ft) so that,
\ (V x E, V x v)L2 ( n ) 3 - k2 (KB,v)L2{n)3 = i /z0 w (J s , v)L 2 ( f i )3, Vv G Ho(curi,Q)

admits a unique solution.
The proof of this proposition is given after the next two lemmas.

LEMMA 4.3. Under the assumptions of the proposition 4-2 and let K{x) the cold local
dielectric tensor. Then x *-* K(x) is a bounded continuous function from ft to £(C3)
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(space of complex square 3 x 3 matrices) and max^Q ||K(x)||2 = K+ < 4-oc, with

K+ = max\max.\S(x) - D(x)\, max\S(x) + D(x)\, max|P(x)|

where S, D. P are the coefficients of the dielectric tensor in the local Stix frame and \\.\\2
is the matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm.

Proof. Let x an element of £1. the norm of the tensor K(x) induced by the Euclidean
vector norm may be written, thanks to the expression of K(x) in the local Stix frame, by

(32) \\K(x)\\2 = \\Ksux{x)h = [maximum eigenvalue of K*Stix{x)KStiX(x)}1'2 •

Using the definition 4.1, the matrix Kgtix(x)Ksux(x) corresponds to

/ |5(x)|2+|D(x)|2 2m[S*(x)D(x)] 0
K*Stix(x)KStiX(x) = \ -2ifH[S*(x)D(x)) \S(x)\2 + \D(x)\2 0

V 0 0 |P(x)|2

the eigenvalues of this matrix are |P(x)|2, \S(x) — D(x)|2, \S(x) + D(x)|2. From equality
(32) it follows that,

\\K(x)\\2 = \\KstiX(x)\\2 = max{\S(x)-D(x)\, \S(x)+D(x)\, |P(x)|).
I J

Hence, the desired result follows by taking

K+ =max |max |S(x) -P(x) | , max|5(x) + D(x)|, max |P(x

D
LEMMA 4.4. With the assumptions of the proposition 1^.2, there exist two constants £ > 0
and 77 > 0; so that

C | v | ! w > 9[(tfv, v ) L W ] > 77 |v|22(n)3, Vv €

with K{x) the cold local dielectric tensor.
Remark.The result of the lemma 4.4 proves that the medium in which the wave propa-

gates, is dissipative. In other words, a fraction of the power associated to the electromag-
netic waves is absorbed by the plasma. This fraction is defined by the relation [Sti62],

V •= ^

Proof. Let v € L2(fi)3 and using the inner product in L2(f2)3 it appears that,

[-v(x)* K(x)v(x)]dx

(33) = / 3[w(x)* KStix(x)-w(x)}dx
Jn
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where w(x) corresponds to the vector v(x) in the local Stix frame. If K*Stix{x) means the
conjugate transpose of the matrix Kstix{x) then

(34) 3[w(*r Ksux(xWx)} = w(x)*

with, from the definition 4.1,

4 i w iK{) ^ (
0
0

9[P(x)]

and

Eigenvalues of ^ ^ ( x ) are then given by

Ai(x) = S[P(x)]>0,

A2(x) = S[5(x)] - 9[D(x)] = ^ E ^ ( x )f^2 ( x ) [(««(*) - -)2 + Ax)] > 0,

A3(x) = 5[S(x)] + S[P(x)] = *&E ^ (^ f^ , 2 ( x ) [(a.W + uf + ̂ (x)] > 0.

As all eigenvalues are continuous functions strictly positive from fi onto C with
0 < A2(x) < A3(x) for all x € fi. Then there exist two constants t] > 0, C, > 0 such that

C := max < maxAi(x),maxA3(x) >, r\ := min < minAi(x),minA2(x) >.
{xen XQQ J [ n o J

In this case the Rayleigh quotient is bounded so that,

(3=) °<^W(tgy
Thus, from the inequalities (34) and (35), it follows that

7? |w(x)|| < 5[w(x)* ifstix(a:)w(x)] < C |w(x)|l Vx G
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with |w(z)|2 = w(x)* -w(x). And using equality (33). one obtains finally

C I v | | w > Q[(Kv, v ) L W ] > r, |v| |2 ( n ) 3 , Vv G L2(Q)3

The lemma 4.4 is therefore proved. D
Remarks.

1. When u -» +oo, C = O{l/u2) and r\ = O(l/uz) hence
lima,_+00S[(Kv,v)L2(Q)3] = 0.

2. When u; —»• 0, lim^^o k2 = limu^o <̂ 2 £o A*o = 0 and fc2!^ is singular because
lim^—o \k2P(x)\ = oo.

One is, now, in a position to prove the proposition 4.2.
Proof. Using the notations of section 2, the variational framework (V, H, a) corresponds

to

H = L2(nf
V = H0(curl; ft), H0(curl; ft) C jL2(ft)3 algebraically and topologically,

with the sesquilinear form

o(E,v) := (V x E, V x w)L2{Q)z - k2 ( X E , v ) y P 3

which is a continuous function on Ho(curl; ft) x Ho(curl; ft):

|o(E, v)| < (1 + k2K+) ||E|| ||v||, VE, v G H0{curl; ft)

where K+ is given by the lemma 4.3. Let K^ := \{K + K*) the hermitian part of K,
which is bounded by K+. The real part of the form a(v, v) may be written as,

2 + |v|2»[a(v,v)] = |V x v|2
2(n)3 + |v|2

2(n)3 - ((/ + k2

with / the 3—dimensional identity matrix.
As \((I+k2K^)v, v)L2(n)3\ < {l+k2K+) |v||2(m3, the real part of a(.,.) is Ho(curl;ft)—coercive
in the Garding's sense:

»[a(v, v)] > ||v||2 - (1 + k2K+) |v|22(fi)3, Vv G iIo(cuW; 0).

Moreover, the imaginary part of the sesquilinear form o(.,.) corresponds to

then, from lemma 4.4

3r? > 0, 3[a(v,v)] < -k2 rj |v||2(n)3 < 0, Vv G H0(curl;ft).

The assumptions of theorem 2.5 are then verified. The existence and uniqueness of the
solution of the problem (Vi) is then proved. D

Remarks.
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1. The Ho(curl:Cl)— coerciveness condition of the form a(...) may be obtained di-
rectly. Indeed, with notations introduced in the proposition 4.2 the form et(.,.) satisfies

Kv ;v)|2=

As, from lemma 4.3,

and, from lemma 4.4 , S[a(v,v)]2 > k4 if
relation (36)

, this inequality becomes using the

Hence, for all v € Ho(curl; Q) the form a(.,.) verifies

d2

with di = |[v[|2 and d2 = (( / + k2K^)v, v ) L 2 ( n ) 3 . Since

where

Eigenvalues of Q are given by

1 - 1

Using the Rayleigh quotient,

which implies that the form a(.,.) is Ho(curl; Cl)—coercive:

|a(v,v) , Vv € H0(carl;Q).

Note that for UJ —> +oo, as 77 —»• 0, | ~ —>• 0.
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2. The following remark concerns the regularity of the electric field associated to the
variational problem {V\). If the charge density p belongs to £2(ft), then from Gauss's law
the electric field E € H(div:U). Where H(div; ft) is the standard space of functions on ft
with an L2 weak divergence given by [DL87] [DL72] [GR86],

H{div;Q.) := {v e L2(ft)3, V.v e I2(ft)}

which is a Hilbert space for the norm defined by the relation

\M\H(div;Q) ~ (|v||2(n)3 + |V.v|23(n))V2.

Moreover as E is also the solution of the problem (Pi), it follows that

E G H0{curl\ ft) n H(div: ft).

It is proved in these conditions that the electric field E belongs to

, n x v = 0 on

if ft is a smooth domain with boundary F, using the theorem 3 of chapter IX A in Dautray-
Lions [DL87] and Costabel [Cos90]. This result gives a link between spaces Ho(curl;Q),
H(div; ft) and the Sobolev space if1 (ft)3.

4-4. Interpretation of the variational problem. Before giving the main result
of this section, the unbounded operator associated to the problem variational (P\) is first
introduced. Since the space Ho(curl, ft) is dense in L2(ft)3 [DL72][GR86]. The sesquilinear
form a(.,.) continuous on Ho(curl;£l) x Ho{curl;Cl) given by the equality

(37) o(E, v) := (V x E, V x v)L2(n)3 - k2 (XE, v) i 2 ( f i ) 3 ,

defines a unbounded operator A with D(A) its domain so that,

(38)

' A : D{A) -> L2(ft)3,
D{A) := {u € Ho(curl;Cl); v i-> a(u, v) is continuous
on Ho(curl; ft) for the topology of L2(ft)3},
a(E, v) = (AE, v)L2(n)3 VE G D(A) and v e H0(curl; ft)

PROPOSITION 4.5. With previous notations, if assumptions of the proposition 4-2 are ver-
ified. Then the unbounded operator A defined by the relation (38), satisfies

A : D{A) C H0(curl; ft) —> H :E .—>iE = V x V x E - f c 2 iTE

Proof. Let P(ft)3 the space of complex vectorial functions defined on ft which are in-
finitely differentiable and have a compact support included in ft. If v G P(ft)3 C Ho(curl, ft),
from the relation (37) it follows that

VE G H0{curl; ft), a(E, v) =< V x E, V x v > - k2 < K~E: v >
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where v is the conjugate complex of v and < .,. > denotes the duality product between
V(Q)3 and X>(fi)3. P'(n)3 represents space of distributions, which corresponds to the
set of continuous antilinear forms on P(fi)3. As in virtue of the results of the theory of
distributions [DL87] [Sch50],

< V x u , v > = < u , V x v > Vv€P(fi)3 , Vu€P'(f2)3

then for V x E e L2(ft)3 C P'(ft)3

< V x E , V x v >= < V x V x E , v >, Vv e V(nf

and the sesquilinear form becomes

(39) o(E,v)=< V x V x E , v > - k2 < K E , v > , Vv G P(fi)3

If E € D{A) C H0{curl; fi), the antilinear form on £>(ft)3

v i—*•< V x V x E, v > -k2 < iflE, v >

is in particular continuous on V(Q)2 for the topology of L2(f2)3. Then the function
V x V x E belongs to L2(Q)3 and since (fc2iiTE) € L2(Cl)z, the relation (39) becomes

o(E, v) = ( V x V x E - fc2f£:E, v)L2(n)3, Vv

Therefore as the operator A verifies for E € D(A) a(E, v) = (AE,v)L2^3, one obtains
the relation

(AE, v)L2(n)3 = (V x V x E - k2KE, v)I/2(n)3 Vv 6 Z>(ft)3 and E e

Moreover the space P(fl)3 is dense in L2(f2)3 which leads to the relation

D
Remark. The proposition 4.5 defines the unbounded operator A associated to the

sesquilinear form a(.,.), like the differential operator of the propagation equation (25). In
these conditions

F , D , 4 1 . . / E G Ho(curl;n), V x V x E € I2(O)3, and
K ' \ (V x V x E,v) i a ( n )3 = (V x E, V x v)L2(ii)3, for all v € £T0(cuW;fi)

By an interpretation of the variational problem (V\) in term of unbounded operator,
one obtains the main result of this section in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.6. Under the assumptions of the proposition 1^.2. the variational equation
("Pi) is equivalent to the problem satisfied by the unbounded operator A associated to the
sesquilinear form a(.,.). so that

, , j Find the function E € D(A),
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And the operator A is bijective from D(A) C Ho(curi,Q) onto L2(Q)3.
Proof. Assuming the existence of a solution E € D(A) for the problem (40) then

multiplying the relation (40) by a test function v £ Ho(curl;Sl) and integrating over £1 it
appears that,

(AE, v)L 2 ( n ) 3 = (t MO w J s , v)L 2 ( n ) 3 , Vv € H0(curl;Q.) and E € D(A).

Since E € D(A), it follows from the relation (38) that,

a(E,v) = (i/j,oujJs,v)L2(ty3, Vv € .Hb(cwZ; ft) and E € £>(A)

which means that the solution E is also a solution of the variational problem (Pi).
Conversely if E 6 Ho(curl; ft), it is the unique solution of the problem ('Pi). It follows

that the antilinear form v i-» a(E, v) is continuous on Ho{curl; ft) for the topology of
L2(ft)3. Then E belongs to D(A) and verifies a(E,v) = (AE, v) i2(n)3. Therefore the
unbounded operator A satisfies,

(AE, v)L2(f2)3 = % vo u (Js, v)i2(n)3, Vv G H0(curl; ft).

As the space Ho(curl; ft) is dense in L2(ft)3, one obtains that E is a solution of the problem
(40)

AE = i no ui 3S.

Since the problem (40) is equivalent to variational problem (Pi), it results from the propo-
sition 4.2 that the operator A is bijective from D(A) C HQ{CUTI; Q.) onto L2(Cl)2. D

An additional property of the unbounded operator A is introduced below.

PROPOSITION A.I.If A is the unbounded operator associated to the sesquilinear form a(.,.)
by the relation (38), then the linear operator A is sectorial in L2(Q)2.

Remark. The sectorial operators play an important role in the theory of semigroups
[Yos74].

Proof. The sesquilinear form a(.,.) denned by the relation (37) is Ho(curl; fi)— coercive
with respect to L2(f2)3 (the proof of this assertion is given in the demonstration of propo-
sition 4.2) and from the lemma 4.4, satisfies §[a(u, u)] < —k? ̂ l u ^ ^ s < 0 for all
u G Ho(curl;£l), where k and n are two constants strictly positive and independent of
u. It follows from of proposition 2.8 (with V = Ho{curl;Q.) and H = L2(fi)3) that the
operator A belongs to the class of sectorial operators in L2(£l)3. •

Acknowledgments. The authors are greatly indebted to Professor Philippe Benilan
about the direct proof of theorem 2.5 based on the theory of maximal accretive operators.
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